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RHNA Appeals Committee
Southern California Association of Governments
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Los Angeles, CA 90017
SUBJECT: City of Whittier’s Comments on Appeals to the Sixth Cycle Regional Housing
Needs Assessment (RH NA) Allocation
Honorable Chair and Honorable Committee Members:
The City of Whittier (‘City”) appreciates the challenges that are inherent in allocating
1,341,827 housing units by the thousands (a 226% increase above the baseline 412,137
unit) to cities across Southern California, especially in built-out cities. However, the City
is deeply concerned its housing allocation of 3,431 units from the State Department of
Housing and Community Development (“HCD”) and the Southern California Association
of Government’s (“SCAG”) unit distribution methodology, along with recent housing
legislation will fundamentally abridge the City’s ability to develop effective land-use
policies that are appropriate for managing the community’s actual needs. The 878 units
in the 5th cycle RHNA allocation has been increased by 290%to 3,431 units in the current
6th cycle. Particularly challenging in the 6k” cycle, is the number of low and very lowincome units (1,558) which combined with the moderate and above moderate unit totals
forces unplanned and unnecessary residential densification of the community.
The affordable units are an unfunded mandate with very limited regional or State financial
support for their development. Considering the affordable housing subsidies typically
range from $50,000 to $250,000 per unit, the overall funding requirements could range
from $78,000,000 to $390,000,000 which is clearly beyond the reach of the City of Whittier
in that the City’s general fund budget is just $72,000,000 which already include
$2,000,000 annually to house the City’s unsheltered residents in transitional housing.
Additionally, the City only receives 7.5%of each property tax dollar to provide general
services including police and library services.
The City is currently in the process of updating its Housing Element as well as the
General Plan to incorporate the current RHNA allocation, so Whittier is acutely aware of
the various housing needs as well as the potential obstacles, such as aging
infrastructure and unplanned density, to creating the requisite housing within a city that
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is essentially built out. The changes in the State’s housing laws (SB 35, SB 166 and AB
1397) have created additional constraints for the agencies and may severely impact the
City’s ability to accomplish our regional and local housing goals.
Since development in Whittier began more than 130 years ago, the City is virtually builtout with little developable vacant land outside of its designated open space areas that are
dedicated to accommodating existing and future residents. While the City has made
significant efforts through its specific plans to densify existing corridors and districts, the
majority of Whittier’s remaining single-family residential neighborhoods cannot
accommodate similar densification. Furthermore, the hills north of Whittier contain
regional open space, sensitive habitat and wildlife areas that must be preserved in
perpetuity. There are also significant infrastructure and water service constraints that
impact Whittier’s ability to produce significantly more housing. Although these facts may
not be desirable, they must be pragmatically accounted for and mitigated by not further
increasing Whittier’s share of housing units contained in SCAG’s 6th Cycle RHNA. The
final RHNA allocation and methodology must be fair and equitable while reflecting the
capacity for reasonable housing unit construction.
As with many other cities, the City is concerned about the current allocation, but an even
greater concern is that additional units may be applied to the City if reallocated from cities
that are successful in their appeals. To that end, the City believes the appeal process
itself was unclear as to the potential ramifications to other cities and not fully understood.
Although we fully support the surrounding cities in their appeals, the potential for
additional units being applied to the City would exacerbate the problems described herein
and in Whittier’s September 13, 2019 letter to SCAG.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Jeffery S. Adams
Director of Community Development
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